Abstract. Let A be a Laplace operator acting on differential p-forms on an even-dimensional manifold M. Let T be a submanifold of codimension 1. We show that if B is a Dirichlet boundary condition and R is a DirichletNeumann operator on T, then Det(A + A) = Det(A + A, B) Det(J? + X) and Dei* A = ' ; Det(A, B)Dct* R. This result was established in 1992 by Burghelea, Friedlander, and Kappeler for a 2-dimensional manifold with p = 0.
Introduction
Let M be a compact oriented Riemannian manifold of dimension d, and let T be a submanifold of M with dimension d -1 such that T has a collared neighborhood U diffeomorphic to T x (-1, 1). Let Mr be the compact manifold with boundary Tur obtained by cutting M along T. Let E = SPT*M be a p-th exterior product of the cotangent bundle T*M, i: Mr -* M be the identification map, and Er:= i*E.
Define the Dirichlet boundary condition (A + where A,a is the diagonal inclusion and A.y is the difference map. Then R(X) is a positive definite selfadjoint elliptic operator. When A = 0, both the Laplacian A and R have zero eigenvalues and so detA = deXR = 0. In this case we define the modified determinants det* A and det* R to be the determinants of A and R respectively, when restricted to the orthogonal complement of the null space.
In [BFK] , Burghelea, Friedlander, and Kappeler proved that on a 2-dimensional manifold and for the trivial line bundle E = A°T* M, where
, {^y} a partition of unity subordinate to coordinate charts, and y is a curve on a complex plane enclosing all the eigenvalues of R(X) counterclockwise.
Hence
The proof of Theorem A reduces to the verification of the following equation:
Pi-j(x, -<*, A) = (-l)Jpi-j(x, <;, A).
is odd with respect to £. So Jd-x -0 and no = 0. Therefore we conclude Det(A + A) = Det(A + A, B) Det R(X). Since ax = ßx , it follows that ao + ßo -a~l(dçax • Dxai + ffi), which is odd with respect to Ç.
Theorem. // o(R(X)) ~Pi + Po H-\-px-j + ..., then Px-k, which is equal to -ax-k -ßx-k. is even (odd) with respect to <* when k is even (odd). Proof. Note that one has
Since ax = ßx = JlZI^Jx Sij^j + Md, we can use (*) for each a<_,, ßx-j to express a.^ and ßx_k in terms of a>, oi, and ao. In fact,
where -^ appears r times and F appears s times, respectively, and qk~r, qk~s, Pk are functions consisting of some jets of ax, a~[x, o-, , and oq satisfying qk-r(x,-^) = (-l)k-rqk-r(x,c;), q*-S(x,~t) = (-l)k-'tf-s(x,i), Pk(x,-t) = (-l)kPk(x,Ç). Proof. Let k = dim^ . Then
(1) logDet(A + e) = fcloge + log Det* (A) + o(e).
Denote by p¡ = pj(s) (j > 1) the eigenvalues of R(e) with 0 < px(e) <■■■ < pk(e) < pk+i(e) < ■ ■ ■ . It is clear that hm£_o/¿;(e) = 0 for 1 < j < k. (2) R(e)~xtp = -J2 (<P> ¥i)dpr-¥i\r+ E T~T7 / ^' Vj)dpr ' Vj\r-From (2), one can check that R(e)~l is symmetric and positive definite; it follows that R(e) is also symmetric and positive definite.
Let </>x(e), ... , 4>k(E) be orthonormal eigenforms of R(e) corresponding to eigenvalues px(e), ... , pk(e). Then cf)j(e) -> 0y as e -> 0, where cp¡ is the restriction of a harmonic form to Y with (<pj, </>;)r = 1. Let a¡j(s) = (y/i, <j)j(e))r, 1 < i,j < k, and A(e) = (a,;(e)). Now Wir = aij(e)(t>j(e) + Wi(e)\r for some y/¡(e)\r e (span{r/>i(e), . = ^(1(^(6)), tpj(E)) +(0^(6)),^)) = l1('AA)jj(e) + Nj(e),
where Nj(e) = (Ge(cj)j(e)), 0;(e))r is bounded as e -» 0. For i £ j, 1 < i, j < k, 0=(R(e)-ï(cPi(e)),cpj(e)) = ^(I(<pi(e)),<pj(e)) + (Ge(cpi(e)),<pj(e)) = j('AA)ij(e) + (Ge(cl>i(e)),cpj(e)).
Since ('AA)ij(e) and (Ge(tpi(e)), <pj(e)) are bounded, (tAA)¡j(e) -> 0 as e -> 0. So "o'^rO1"^1"1)^''^'^'"1)
where N(e) is bunded as e -> 0. Hence (3) logDetÄ(e) = »Uoge -log(deM)2 + logDet* R + o(e).
If we combine equation (1) and equation (3), we get logDet* A = -log(det^)2 + logDet* R + logDet(A, B).
